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LOGGERS CONVENE IN
NATION'S CAPITAL FOR
ANNUAL FLY-IN
The American Loggers Council
(ALC), the national association of
professional timber harvesters,
organizes annual fly-in April 4-6 to
connect loggers to key decision
makers
April 8, 2019, Hemphill, TX— The
American Loggers Council (ALC), the
national association of professional
timber harvesters, organized its
annual
fly-in
April 4-6 to connect loggers to
key
decision
makers in Congress and the
Trump Administration.
The
event enjoyed
record participation as loggers
from across the
nation convened in Washington DC.
ALC’s membership, made up of
state logging associations and individual loggers, returned to Washington
DC at a time of divided government.
Recognizing the capital’s polarized
political environment, loggers reached
out to both Republican and Democratic lawmakers on Capitol Hill to advocate for an industry primarily composed of small, family-owned businesses.

ALC DC Fly-In

“Loggers understand the importance of working across the aisle
and reaching out to lawmakers who
may not know about our industry or
have misconceptions about what we
do in the woods,” said ALC Executive
Vice President Danny Dructor. “The
small businesses in our industry provide the wood products that Americans use every day, yet we operate on
razor-thin profit margins, and like other industries,
we are seeking to replenish an aging
workforce of
loggers and
log truck drivers.”
“Our legislative agenda
has been well
-received on
Capitol Hill,
because members of both parties
agree that loggers are essential to the
health of America’s forests and economy.”
To help recruit the next generation
of loggers, ALC members advocated
for the bipartisan “Future Logging Careers Act” (HR 1785 and S. 818) to extend an existing agricultural exemption allowing 16- and 17-year-olds in
family logging businesses to work in
mechanized logging operations under
(Continued on page 2)
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parental supervision.
"Like farming and ranching, the timber harvesting
profession is often a family run business where the
practice and techniques of harvesting and transporting
forest products from the forest to receiving mills is
passed
down
from one generation to the
next," Dructor
said.
"Timber
harvesting operations are also
very similar to
family
farms
with sophisticated and expensive harvesting equipment that requires
young family members to learn how to run the business, including equipment operation and maintenance, prior to reaching the age of eighteen."
ALC is also committed to improving the safety of
loggers and log truck drivers. That’s why members advocated for the “Safe Routes Act,” soon to be introduced with bipartisan support, to allow more log
trucks to utilize federal interstates for short-haul trips,
as a safe alternative to state, county and local roads.
“Safe and efficient log hauling is essential to our
industry and the nation’s economy, but inconsistent
weight standards are putting American lives at risk,”
Dructor
said.
“Since the spring
of 1997, the ALC
has urged Congress to allow
the
industry’s
trucks to haul
state-legal
weights on the
Federal
Interstate
Highway
System, which often provide safer routes to mills. As
fatal log truck collisions increase, there is ample data
suggesting this reform would save lives by routing log
trucks away from schools, crosswalks, city intersections and railroad tracks.”
Because many communities continue to suffer from
catastrophic wildfires and smoke, loggers also advocated for better management of federally-owned forests. In recent years Congress has provided the U.S.
Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management
new tools and resources to treat fire-prone landscapes
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at a faster pace. In addition, President Donald Trump
last December signed an Executive Order prioritizing
forest management activities- including logging- to
reduce excess fuels. The American Loggers Council is
working to assure these new tools and resources are
fully utilized to decrease the size and intensity of wildfires.
“We urge members of Congress to fund the Forest
Service and BLM with the adequate dollars necessary
to ensure implementation of all authorities while at
the same time request a quarterly progress report that
will detail the number of projects implemented, the
number of acres treated, and the type of project and
what authorities were utilized in its implementation,”
Dructor said.
Increasing
the pace and
scale of forest
management
activities
on
federal lands also requires stable markets for wood
fiber, especially for low-value materials that can’t be
used for lumber. ALC believes the United States has an
important opportunity to promote the conversion of
woody biomass into renewable energy, which would
support forest restoration on federal lands while protecting families who own small woodlands. Wood utilization can help reduce greenhouse gases and help
governments at all levels meet climate goals.
“Wood utilization promotes healthy forests and
communities,” Dructor said. “In addition to providing
green and renewable energy, it provides local and rural employment. As a rule
of thumb, each megawatt
of wood-fueled electricity
supports approximately
five full-time jobs: one
direct job in the power
generation facility and
four indirect jobs in surrounding forests and communities.”
The ALC fly-in concluded with its Board of Directors meeting, where
members discussed developments on Capitol Hill and the progress that’s being
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made on the loggers’ legislative priorities. The board also voted to approve the Ohio Logging Standards Council
as its newest voting member, bringing the total number of states being represented by ALC to 36.
“As the logging industry changes and faces new challenges, the American Loggers Council is committed to
working with policymakers across the political spectrum to ensure our national forest products industry remains competitive,” Dructor said. “We are ‘loggers working for loggers’ and we are proud of what we do for all
Americans.”
CONTACT: Daniel Dructor, 409-625-0206, americanlogger@aol.com

SCTPA Visits “The Hill” in
Washington, DC
By Crad Jaynes, SCTPA President
SCTPA board members Danny McKittrick,
McKittrick Timber, LLC, Josh Key, Beech Island Timber
& Construction, Inc., Bob Lussier,
Great Woods Companies, LLC, Bo Bo
Seckinger, Seckinger Forest Products,
Inc., John Key, Josh’s brother, Beech
Island Timber & Construction, Inc. and
president Crad Jaynes attended the
2019 American Loggers Council (ALC)
Fly In April 3 – 6 to our nation’s capital
for meetings with our South Carolina
U.S. House of Representatives and
Senate members and ALC meetings and board of directors meeting.
On Thursday, April 4th, our delegation made our
visits to our SC U.S. House and Senate members’
offices to promote the American Loggers Council position issues as well as issues impacting South Carolina.
On Wednesday April 3rd, we were scheduled to
have supper with SC Third District Congressman, and
our buddy, Jeff Duncan, but due to the activities still
taking place at the Capitol in the Energy & Commerce
Committee’s bill mark ups lasting over fifteen hours
Congressman Duncan was unable to meet us to dine.
But we were delighted former Florida Congressman
and now representing the American Loggers Council
on The Hill, Steve Sutherland joined us to share stories and talk about what’s happening in DC and the
Congress.
Prior to our supper, American Loggers Council held
a reception at Capital Consulting Group’s office for
Congressmen and staffers on pertinent forestry and
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agricultural committees. Three Congressmen attended and a staffer from another Congressman’s office
was present.
Our meetings on Thursday went well with the
staffers who were carry-overs from last time, but we
did not get to meet with any House or Senate members. It had been a busy week and they were all leaving to go back home for the weekend. We had a few
new staffers to educate like SC’s First
District Congressman Bob Cunningham’s staffer as Bob was elected
back in November and there had
been some other staff changes in
other offices. But staff changes are
not unusual in DC. Even the “newbie
staffers” were familiar with our issues as SCTPA had informed them
prior to the meetings. We actually
felt like the meetings were productive for the issues
presented. The carry-over staffers were very much on
board with our issues and pledged to take the information provided to their bosses and get support. We
felt like we had support for our two issues from five
House members and both Senators.
Two issues were discussed at length with the staffers. First… the Future Logging Careers Act and secondly… the Safe Routes Act. These were to two American Loggers Council focus efforts these meetings centered on as the Future Logging Careers Act bills, H.R.
1785 and S. 818, had been entered in both the House
and Senate. The Safe Routes Act bill was forthcoming
in the House and very likely it would be entered into
the Senate. Other focus issues were discussed such as
“Thin The Threat” to improve federal forestlands
management to reduce the threats of catastrophic
wildfires and improve forest health while increasing
the timber volumes harvested and “Wood to Energy”
to recognize woody biomass as carbon neutral for use
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in producing renewable energy.
The ALC participation in DC was great… largest
turnout of ALC state representatives ever. It was a
great display by America’s professional loggers
to take our issues to
those representing us in
Washington, SC.
John, Bo Bo and Bob
were first timers to DC. It
was a pleasure to have
ALC Board of Directors
Washington DC meeting
those guys with us. Unfortunately Bob became
ill and didn’t make the Thursday meetings. But Bo Bo
and John got a good indoctrination into how the DC
system works. It was a little overwhelming at first,
moving from appointment to appointment,
building to building in a
set time frame cause you
only have a limited
amount of time to see the
staffers. A lot of walking
SCTPA’s ALC Board of Directors and hustling that can be
member Bo Bo Seckinger
gruesome at times. They
fell right in and did an
outstanding job with their comments and insights.
When we were talking
about the Safe Routes Act,
John showed the staffers
on his cell phone his
truck’s dash cam video of
a car cutting right in front
of him which really
backed the reason for the (l-r) Bob, Josh John & Danny at
ALC DC Bard Meeting
Safe Routes Act to get our
trucks out of congested
areas. To say the least, John did an outstanding job
avoiding what could have been an accident.
And we did have some spare time on Friday so we
took a short sightseeing tour. Friday was cold and
rainy and just plain yucky. But I (Crad) wanted our
first timers to see Arlington National Cemetery and
the Changing of the Guard at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Anyone who visits our nation’s capital
must go to Arlington to see this place and see the
acres and acres of crosses and tombstones of those
service men and women, presidents, statesmen and
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stateswomen, leading figures of our great nation
that are laid to rest in this honored place. Arlington
National Cemetery is a place where you must visit to
truly get the sense of how our great American heroes sacrificed in military service and in other service
to our country. It is a place of Honor, Pride, Reverence and Remembrance.
After Arlington we ended our sightseeing tour due
to the inclement weather without seeing the other
memorials such as the Lincoln Memorial, Vietnam
Memorial, Korean War Memorial, World War II Memorial and George Washington Monument all along
the national mall. But that was okay because we got
to see the Changing of the Guard.
Friday afternoon we attended a meeting hosted
by American Loggers Council to hear from several
speakers. An attorney spoke about anti-trust regarding our industry which was very well received. Carlton Owen of the U.S. Endowment for Forestry & Rural Communities spoke about creating a “Check Off”
for loggers and the Real Time Turn Time “App” being
piloted in South Carolina through the SC Timber Producers Association and other possible funding opportunities for the Endowment to help the timber harvesting sector.
The ALC board meeting on Saturday was professional as always. Reports from those attending were
provided regarding their visits to The Hill and visits to
various agencies and administration officials. Other
reports were provided by the ALC Master Logger
Certification Committee, Membership Committee,
Legislative Committee and Biomass Committee.
One of the main issues discussed was the continuing efforts to allow state legal truck weights to move
agricultural commodities, including forest products,
on the federal interstate highway system within the
state. One change to the ALC position on this from
the past really made a difference.
The American Loggers Council position on this
changed to state in the position paper to allow the
use of the federal interstate highway system within a
150-mile radius from harvesting site to delivery
point. This change sparked increased interest from
Congressional members and staffers.
Why so? Well, in the past over many, many years
of promoting this issue, the railroads have been
against this as they are against anything pertaining
to trucking size and weight changes. Plus, it is now
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known, the railroad lobbyists have gone to Congressional members and staffers and let them know, if
they support truck size and weight changes, then
their (railroad) contributions to their campaigns
may not be available. With this change, it appeared
the interest was spurred to a higher level for support to make this change happen and allow state
legal weights for agricultural products and unmanufactured forest products to be trucked on the federal interstate system within the state. BUT… the emphasis was on… SAFETY, SAFETY, SAFETY… of the
motoring public and our industry’s drivers.
Frankly, this just makes so much sense to remove

as many of our wood trucks from small towns, rural
roads, stop and go traffic, school zones, etc. And the
main point is… it increases the safety for our drivers
and the motoring public. But in DC… it’s all about
politics. So we’ll see where the bills go from here.
SCTPA has remained in contact with our Congressional offices trying to promote the talking points
and issues presented during our visits. The DC process operates slowly sometimes… no most times.
But through the American Loggers Council efforts of
all its members and our association as an ALC member, progress is being made “Up On The Hill.” But
again remember… it’s all politics in DC.

Congressman Ralph Norman’s
staffer Meghan Holland

Congressman Joe Wilson’s
staffer Leah Grace Denny

Congressman Tom Rice’s
staffer Walker Truluck

Congressman Bob Cunningham’s
staffer Paniz Rezaeerol

Congressman Lindsay Graham’s
staffer Scott Graber

John Key shows dash cam video to
Sen. Tim Scott’s Legislative Chief
Charles Coger

John, Bob & Danny walking to
President John F. Kennedy’s grave
site

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier

Bo Bo & Bob watch the Changing of
the Guard

Arlington National Cemetery
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As We See It ...

American Loggers Council

It’s Not All Politics

W

hile much of the time your State, Regional
and National Logging Organizations are
busy working at the local State and Federal level
on policy issues that impact your businesses, their
work does not end there, not by a long shot!
Oftentimes logging associations are also engaged in training, safety and transportation issues, to name a few. They are also ensuring that
the well-intended thoughts of others outside of
the logging industry who believe that they are
working in the best interests of the logging industry are actually having a positive impact and not
just another cost to the price of doing business.
In 1994, members of the American Forests and
Paper Association rolled out a program titled the
Sustainable Forestry Initiative. At the time, it appeared to be a great idea with one exception,
they forgot to invite the logging businesses to the
table. That was the impetus that brought logging
contractors together 25 years ago in St. Louis,
Missouri: the need to have a voice of our own
representing the issues that are important to loggers.
Over the past 25 years, loggers have come together in any states that did not have a trade association either as a stand-alone organization or
under the umbrella of a State Forestry Association. Working together, loggers have addressed
workman’s comp insurance rates, truck weights
on state and county roads, ad valorem and sales
tax exemptions for logging equipment and supplies, and other on-the-ground issues away from
Washington, DC and State Capitol buildings that
have a real impact on their businesses.
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The American Loggers Council
recently welcomed the Ohio Logging Standards Council as the
newest voting member to our Board of Directors.
As of this writing, we are working in Pennsylvania
to assist professional timber harvesters to form
an organization that would work in the best interests of their logging workforce in the state and
tackle those issues that are important to loggers.
We believe that all States with commercial timber harvesting operations should be organized
through membership in either a state or regional
logging association and that there is truly not only
strength in numbers, but also the wisdom of
many of our peers, both past and present, that
can prevent us at all levels from reinventing the
wheel when it comes to looking for ways to accomplish goals. Next stop, Bangor Maine! We
are “Loggers Working for Loggers!”
The American Loggers Council is an 501(c)(6) not
for profit trade association representing professional timber harvesters throughout the United
States. For more information please contact the
American Loggers Council at 409-625-0206, or
americanlogger@aol.com, or visit our website at
www.amloggers.com.
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SCTPA Welcomes Kathy Fudge as Communications Director
SC Timber Producers Association is proud to welcome Kathy Fudge as
the association’s Communications Director. Kathy has worked with SCTPA
for eighteen years as our association’s newsletter editor and publisher,
and has assisted with the membership database.
Currently, Kathy is keeping the SCTPA Facebook page active along with
administering monthly membership renewal invoicing, updating the
member database, member renewal certificates and thank you letters
and member past due notices. She is developing a SCTPA brochure and
will assist in other communication areas.
Kathy has been involved in working with associations for many years. Her company is Collaborative Efforts, LLC and she is located in Lexington. She also serves as the Executive Director of the
SC Corn & Soybean Association.
“Kathy and I have worked together for many years; and now I am pleased that more of her expertise and talents, to assist me and our association even more, will be utilized. Thanks to our
board of directors for approving Kathy to partner with SCTPA. It’s already been a blessing as she
has taken some load off of me since my schedule is often crowded with meetings and travel, and I
know she has and always will do a great job at her tasks.” said SCTPA President Crad Jaynes.

Andrews Tire Service

309 N. Morgan Ave. Andrews SC
29510

(843) 264-5269 or toll free 1-877-264-5269
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As We See It ...

American Loggers Council

As [She] Sees It:
The Future of Logging Depends
on our Youth
By Chrissy Kimball, Kimball & Sons Logging
Editor's Note: This month's As We See It column was
written by Chrissy Kimball of Kimball & Sons Logging of
Poland, Maine. In light of the recent introduction of
the Future Logging Career Act and the release of the
report commissioned by PLC of Maine, we thought
Chrissy's original blog post offers an inspiring message
on the future of logging. Kimball & Sons Logging has
graciously given us permission to share this column.
Hey there! It’s Chrissy, the supporting actress of Kimball & Sons Logging and Trucking. I tend to be busy
raising the “sons” part of the operation but I wanted
to take the opportunity to write a little bit about the
articles I have been reading lately regarding the recent
study conducted by the PLC of Maine siting low pay as
a barrier to our industry and also the bill that Angus
King and Jared Golden are introducing, Future Loggers
Career Act.
I have actually never been more excited and optimistic about the forest products industry in our state.
Perhaps that’s because I am a glass half full kind of
person. There is amazing technology on the brink of
revolutionizing how forest products can be used. Researchers in our very own state are working on technology to covert biomass into jet fuel. There is nanocellulose from wood products which are fibers that
can be used in textiles and medical products, pulp and
paper mills are moving away from print media and
into packaging products, and wood products can even
give us cellulosic sugars which can be used as a preservative in foods!
With all of this technology coming down the pipes,
we can’t forget that if there are no loggers and no
truckers, these products can never go into production.
As evidenced by the study conducted by the PLC of
Maine, it is no secret that the logging contractors in
Maine struggle to keep up with paying competitive
wages. Trust me, it is not because we are keeping it all
for ourselves. In order to keep great employees, we
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might even pay them MORE
than we make as the owners. I’m just being honest
here.
However, I do know that there is a ton of work being
done on our behalf and I see a future for our industry
that includes competitive wages and benefits for our
employees coupled with the enjoyment that comes
from working with a family owned business. While we
may not currently be the highest paying gig in the area, there are other amazing benefits to working in the
woods for a small company. The camaraderie in the
woods is superior to any other type of work, the views
from your “office” are always amazing, and there is
nothing more invigorating than a beautiful sunrise
from the woods! We are the kind of employer that
cares if your children are sick, we would attend your
wedding, and we truly care if you are happy in your
job because we will do anything within our power to
keep you. In a small business, a good employee is certainly not “replaceable.”
We frequently brainstorm about the best ways to
grow our company and are often paralyzed by the fear
of being unable to find quality help. The problem being, margins are tight, and it’s expensive to train someone from the ground up but I believe it is an investment we must make. Everybody wants someone who
already knows how to do the job. Well, it’s not going
to happen. I know there are young people who would
be interested in this profession if we could give them a
chance and actually teach them. Since the beginning
of time we have all heard “kids these days…….” followed by some rude comment about how they don’t
do this and they don’t do that. I get it. Technology,
education, and policy have changed everything, but I
still hold the optimism that our youth are teachable if
given the appropriate mentor. The future of the forest products industry is in our youth and if we continue to sweep them under the rug as some useless gamers sitting in their parent’s basements then they will
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BE exactly what we expect them to be. When I did
my mindless scroll through Facebook this morning, I
came across something not so useless that made me
excited enough to sit down and write this.
Angus King and Jared Golden are introducing a bill
to allow 16 and 17 year olds to be allowed to work in
the heavy equipment in the woods. Forget virtual
reality, that IS reality! Part of the problem as I see it,
is that we shelter our youth from all danger. It is
much safer to play a game cutting down trees that it
is to actually go learn how to cut the tree! We have 2
young boys and a third on the way. They are naturally obsessed with logging. Randy tells me stories of
when he was very young and his dad would have to
bring him and his brothers to the woods and they
would ride in the skidder all day with him, play in the
woods, and occupy their own time… often times unsupervised. Can you imagine “Nowadays”? What
kind of parents would we be if we put our children in
that kind of harm’s way?! They must be better off at
daycare where they color pictures and make arts and
crafts. I think most of us want our children to grow
up and be able to actually DO something. Not fear
failure. Not fear risk, be it physical, emotional, finan-

cial, or otherwise. We are fortunate to be able to
teach our kids to respect the equipment and its dangers. They understand how to stay safe in the
woods. My 6 year old recently purchased an old
hack saw at the local flea market with his earned $2
so we can do some logging at home!
My long winded point here, is that not all hope is
lost. I think our society is recognizing that faulty policy and over protecting our youth is driving them to
uber safe careers, sitting behind a desk and leaves
no one behind to do the work. I am inspired by this
introduction of the bill by Angus King and Jared
Golden because I am hopeful it reflects a paradigm
shift in our society to treat children as capable of
learning and maintaining their own safety without
the need for constant protection from danger. It is
time we, as adults, mentor our children again. Let
them participate, learn, scrape their knees a bit and
then and only then will we improve our work force
for the future.
Chrissy Kimball is with Kimball & Sons Logging of Poland, Maine. Kimball & Sons Logging provides Maine
landowners with quality timber harvesting. For more
information, visit https://www.kimballandsons.com/

Urge your representatives to support the
Future Logging Careers Act

T

his Congress we have a great opportunity to pass the Future Logging Careers Act to allow 16- and 17year-olds to work in mechanized logging operations under parental supervision. This bill is a part of our
efforts to recruit and retain the next generation of loggers. You can help by taking just two minutes of your
time to send message in support (click here).
The Future Logging Careers Act (HR 1785 & S 818) would extend an existing agricultural exemption-- now
enjoyed by family farmers and ranchers-- to enable family-owned logging businesses to train their sixteenand seventeen-year-old sons and daughters in mechanical timber harvesting.
The exemption would ensure that the next generation of mechanical timber harvesters can gain the needed on-the-ground training and experience under the close supervision of their parents who have a vested
interest in their children's safety and in passing down the profession to the next generation of timber harvesters. Like farming and ranching, the timber harvesting profession is often a family run business where the
practice and techniques of harvesting and transporting forest products from the forest to receiving mills is
passed down from one generation to the next. Timber harvesting operations are very similar to family farms
with sophisticated and expensive harvesting equipment that requires young family members to learn how to
run the business, including equipment operation and maintenance, prior to reaching the age of eighteen.
We thank U.S. Senators Jim Risch (R-ID) and Angus King (I-ME) and U.S. Representatives Jared Golden (DME) and Glenn ‘GT’ Thompson (R-PA) for introducing this important legislation for America's loggers.
SCTPA Comments: You are urged to contact your U.S. House of Representatives member and SC’s two U.S. Senators’
offices to urge their support of the Future Logging Careers Act. SCTPA has been in contact with all of our SC U.S. Congressional representatives and have received favorable support during and after our April visits.
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Logging Mats
Double–Bolted Ends
Full
2-Inch x 8-Inch x 16-Foot
Oak Mats
Contact
MAC’s Farm Supply
7051 Cottageville Hwy
Round O, SC 29474
843-835-5050
Mac McClendon
Mats in shown photos are not actual MAC’s Farm Supply products
& shown for viewing purposes only.
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Support the Future Careers In Logging Act
H.R. 1785, S.818

T

he American Loggers Council
(ALC) is a non-profit organization representing professional timber harvesters
in 32 states. It is our goal to ensure the health of the
industry and in so doing support entrance of youth
into this important economic sector of our country,
opening up opportunity that is already afforded to
farmers and ranchers to professional timber harvesters. Like farming and ranching, the timber harvesting profession is often a family run business
where the practice and techniques of harvesting and
transporting forest products from the forest to receiving mills is passed down from one generation to
the next.
Timber harvesting operations are labor intensive,
highly mechanized and technical careers that require on-the-ground training to promote efficiencies
and expertise in performing those operations. Today’s current mechanical logging machines are enclosed with safety cages that protect the occupant
from many of the hazards previously experienced in
conventional chain saw harvesting operations. The
workman’s comp. claims history bears this out – logging in today’s enclosed machines is as safe as many
other professions where sixteen to eighteen year
olds are allowed to work.

the operations of the family businesses under the direction and
supervision of their parents. However, young men
and women under the age of eighteen who are
members of families that own and operate timber
harvesting companies are denied the opportunity to
work and learn the family business because of current child labor laws.
The American Loggers Council (ALC) supports extending the agricultural exemption now enjoyed by
family farmers and ranchers to train their sixteen
and seventeen year old sons and daughters to carry
on the family business to mechanical timber harvesters. The exemption found in H. R. 1785/S.818
that would ensure that the next generation of mechanical timber harvesters can gain the needed onthe-ground training and experience under the close
supervision of their parents who have a vested interest in their children’s safety and in passing down
the profession to the next generation of timber harvesters.

In many respects, timber harvesting operations are
very similar to family farms with sophisticated and
expensive harvesting equipment that requires young
men and women to learn how to run the business,
including equipment operation and maintenance,
prior to obtaining the age of eighteen.
Currently, there are no on-the-ground programs in
place to facilitate that training and ensure the sustainability of the timber harvesting industry’s next
generation of family members who choose to enter
the profession.

For more information, please contact the American
Loggers Council at 409-625-0206.

Other agricultural businesses, including farmers and
ranchers, enjoy exemptions to existing child labor
laws that permit family members between the ages
of sixteen and seventeen to participate in and learn
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
SCTPA welcomes our New Members & Restart Members.
Your support is appreciated.

R & D Timber Co., Inc.
Walterboro

Patrick Hiesl,
Clemson University Forestry Dept., Clemson

Black’s Tire Commercial Division
Myrtle Beach

Richard E. Sherman
Dillon

Dedicated representation & service to the professional timber harvesting segment of
South Carolina’s forest products industry.
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Thin the
Threat

O

ur national forests have been in a continuous state of declining health for at least
two decades. Not only are more wildfires
burning federal lands, but they burn hotter,
faster, and destroy more acres. There has been
heated debate over the cause of these catastrophic wildfires ranging from climate change
to poor forest management. Regardless of
where you stand on the cause of this issue,
action is still required, regardless of cause, to
reduce the threat of these type of landscape
altering fires which take lives, destroy property
and obliterate habitat needed for many of our
endangered or imperiled species.
Our members commend Congress for giving
new authorities to the U.S. Forest Service
which should allow them to increase the pace
and scale or forest restoration activities and
help to alleviate the threat of catastrophic
wildfires as well as put in place a "fix'" to stop
the practice of "fire borrowing" that should
keep funds from forest restoration and management work from being diverted to fire
fighting activities during extreme fire years
which seem to have become the norm rather
than the exception.
However, solving the fire-borrowing problem
and authorizing new tools for the federal land
management agencies alone is the equivalent
of having the prescription but not taking the
medicine. The Forest Service and other land
management agencies need to be held accountable for utilizing the tools that Congress
had given them to expedite forest restoration
activities, including those found in the 2016
Farm Bill and more recently the 2018 Omnibus
Bill. There needs to be oversight of the agen-
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cies to ensure that they are communicating
down to the local level the ability to utilize
tools such as Designation by Description, Designation by Prescription, Good Neighbor Authority and other options now available to increase the pace and scale of forest restoration
work that includes forest thinning that will
help to reduce fuel loads, and the risk for insect and disease infestations.
We urge members of Congress to fund the
US Forest Service with the adequate dollars
necessary to ensure implementation of all authorities while at the same time request a
quarterly progress report that will detail the
number of projects implemented, the number
of acres treated, and the type of project and
what authorities were utilized in its implementation.
Collectively, the small, family-owned, independent logging contractors across the United
States purchase more volume from the U.S.
Forest Service than any of the "multi-national"
corporations, and if our members are not purchasing, they are still contracting to cut and
haul the timber to wherever the purchasers
facilities might be. We stand united and ready
to work with Congress to pass meaningful legislation or adopt policies that would hold the
federal land management agencies accountable for setting and achieving their targets for
forest restoration activities that include timber
harvesting.
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Caterpillar Signs Agreement to Sell Its Purpose-Built
Forestry Business

C

aterpillar Inc. announced it has entered into a definitive agreement with Weiler Forestry,
Inc. to sell Caterpillar’s purpose-built forestry business. The closing is expected to occur in
the third quarter of 2019. This agreement follows the preliminary agreement between the two
companies, which was previously announced on August 29, 2018.
“We remain committed to supporting our forestry customers and the forestry industry,” said
Ramin Younessi, Caterpillar Construction Industries Group President. “Caterpillar and our dealers
have an established relationship with Weiler that spans many years. The process of developing
this binding agreement has further enhanced our confidence in Weiler’s ability to deliver purpose-built forestry machines, while Caterpillar continues to offer forestry excavators and other
core equipment, allowing the dealers to provide a complete product portfolio and the optimal
solution for forestry customers.”
The sale of the purpose-built forestry business enables Caterpillar to further align its resources to deliver products that meet customer needs across a broad variety of applications. The
company will continue to provide forestry excavators designed for log loading, processing and
other forestry applications, in addition to supplying core Caterpillar equipment to the forestry
industry.
With this agreement, Weiler will acquire Caterpillar’s purpose-built forestry product line consisting of wheel skidders, track feller bunchers, wheel feller bunchers and knuckleboom loaders,
and operations facilities in LaGrange, Georgia; Auburn, Alabama; and Smithfield, North Carolina.
Founded in 2000, Weiler currently produces an extensive portfolio of products and has a longstanding history of successfully manufacturing purpose-built equipment distributed through the
Cat dealer network. Upon the closing of the sale, Weiler Forestry will design and manufacture
purpose-built forestry products, which will continue to be available through the Cat dealer network, providing customers with the same outstanding sales and service support they’ve come to
expect.
“We are very excited to add Weiler-branded purpose-built forestry equipment to our product
portfolio,” said Pat Weiler, owner and founder of Weiler, Inc. “Since the initial announcement,
I’ve met with numerous Cat dealers and forestry customers. The response has been overwhelmingly positive and provided us with valuable feedback as we make plans to expand the existing
forestry product line. We are eager to complete the acquisition and get to work.”
Caterpillar and Weiler are working closely with Cat dealers to best support customers during
this transition to ensure product availability and support services.
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Commentary:
Drug Testing Clearinghouse –
It's About Time
By Deborah Lockridge, Heavy Duty Trucking,
HDT Trucking Info, May 10, 2019

F

or most of the nearly 30 years I’ve been covering trucking, the industry has been trying to get
a federal clearinghouse put in place that will help
prevent drivers who test positive for illegal drugs at
one company from simply going down the road and
getting a job at a different fleet.
It looks like the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration will finally have one in place in 2020.
It’s none too soon, as several factors point to the
likelihood that there are more drivers out there under the influence of drugs than the official statistics
indicate – and that it’s getting worse.
The American Trucking Associations has lobbied
for a national clearinghouse of positive test results
pretty much ever since the federal government
started required drug and alcohol testing of commercial truck drivers in the 1990s.
Finally, in late 2016, the FMCSA published a final
rule to set up the Commercial Driver’s License Drug
and Alcohol Clearinghouse, with a compliance date
of January 2020.
Why has it taken so long? Other than the overall
general slow rulemaking process, my guess is that
there has been a sense of complacency. The positive drug test results as tracked by the agency remained around 2% or lower. But those numbers
quite likely are higher, and may be on the rise, especially in light of the opioid crisis and increasing numbers of states legalizing marijuana use (which remains illegal for commercial truck drivers.)
Last year, Quest Diagnostics, one of the primary
labs used to conduct employment drug and alcohol
tests, reported that the transportation and warehousing industry saw a 21% increase in positivity
rates between 2015 and 2017. And that was before
four semi-synthetic opioids (including hydrocodone)
were added to the federally mandated drug-testing
panel for safety-sensitive workers in January 2018.
Quest said that change has resulted in increases in
year-over-year positivity rates for workers covered
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by these rules, including truck drivers.
Even more concerning is what fleets are discovering that use hair testing for pre-employment drug
tests. Proponents of this testing method argue that
hair testing has advantages over urine testing, including a longer detection window, easier collection, and results that are harder to fake. Among
those proponents is the Alliance for Driver Safety &
Security, an industry-based safety advocacy group
for reducing large truck crashes.
One of the requirements for being a fleet member of the Alliance is using hair testing for preemployment testing of drivers. When these fleets
compare their hair-testing results to their urinetesting results, they find approximately nine times
more people fail their hair test than the urine test,
according to Lane Kidd, managing director of the
Alliance.
Yet drivers who fail a hair test at one fleet can
simply walk next door to a fleet that only does urine
testing and have a far better chance of getting
hired.
While hair testing results won’t be a part of the
drug and alcohol clearinghouse, at least it’s a step in
the right direction, and FMCSA appears to be making progress in meeting the January 2020 deadline.
The agency recently announced a website, https://
clearinghouse.fmcsa.dot.gov, with information and
answers to frequently asked questions.
According to the website, sometime this fall, users will be able to establish an account that will allow access to the clearinghouse once it becomes
operational on Jan. 6, 2020. (Although it wouldn’t
surprise me if the agency asks for a deadline extension.)
Once it’s fully operational, whether that’s Jan. 6
or another date, use of the clearinghouse will be
mandatory to report and query information about
driver drug and alcohol program violations.
As with any regulation, there’s always the potential for unintended consequences. Carriers are concerned it could slow down hiring time, for instance.
But in general, it’s a long-overdue move.
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Forest Service Report Reveals
$9 million+ in Payouts
to Environmental Groups
Nick Smith, Executive Director of Healthy Forests,
Healthy Communities

T

he U.S. Forest Service released its budget justification for Fiscal Year 2020 and it includes a lot of
information about the agency and its finances. Buried in this voluminous document are details about
settlement awards and attorney’s fees related to the
Equal Access to Justice Act (EAJA), Endangered Species Act (ESA) and amounts paid in settlement for all litigation against the agency.
This report reveals that between 201118, environmental groups received over
$9 million in fees and settlement awards,
often at the expense of our forests, communities and American taxpayers.
EAJA is a well-intentioned law authorizing the payment of attorney’s fees to
citizens and groups who successfully sue the federal
government. In fact, a primary purpose behind
EAJA’s passage in 1980 was to allow military veterans
with disabilities to pursue claims.
Today the law is utilized by environmental groups
to leverage EAJA and “fee shifting provisions” contained within federal environmental regulations. For
example, an environmental group can receive money
if a judge is convinced the Forest Service didn’t complete enough paperwork. Or, a group can receive
money if a judge determines the agency didn’t adequately consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) over “potential impacts” to wildlife species.
Environmental groups defend receiving this money, claiming they’re only holding the agency accountable for breaking the law. Yet oftentimes, these cases
are not about whether a Forest Service action is actually damaging to the environment or a vulnerable
species. In most cases, these projects are designed to
benefit a landscape, improve forest health, enhance
habitat for wildlife species and support local communities.
Rather, these cases are about the agency’s ability
to navigate the complex web of laws and regulations
to a judge’s satisfaction in a given lawsuit. To further
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illustrate the point, here are some examples from the
EAJA report itself:
The report cites money disbursed as a result of
successful litigation against the Loafer Timber Sale
Project in Oregon, which authorized the commercial
thinning of approximately 1,400 acres, as well as prescribed burning on the thinned stands and burning on
821 additional acres. The agency designed the project to promote pine species in forested stands, promote the development of old-growth, and help the
forest become more resilient to wildfire. It was also
designed to enhance wildlife habitat, with the byproduct (i.e. wood fiber) providing social-economic
benefits to local communities.
The Forest Service completed its required paperwork under the National Environmental
Policy Act, and had consulted with FWS regarding potential impacts to the Northern
Spotted Owl. The FWS subsequently issued
a biological opinion determining that, although the project “was likely to adversely
affect the [Northern Spotted Owl], it was
not anticipated to jeopardize the species or
its critical habitat.”
Unfortunately, the litigant group convinced the
judge the Forest Service didn’t do enough paperwork,
bringing the project to a halt. The judge also cited an
environmental group’s political proposal for a massive expansion of wilderness, even though no member of Congress has chosen to introduce legislation
supporting it.
The report also cites over $77,000 in attorney’s
fees from successful 2018 litigation against Stonewall
Vegetation Project in Montana. In the face of significant forest health concerns on the Lewis and Clark
National Forest, the project was initially proposed as
far back as 2010. The Forest Service recognized that
action was needed to respond to mountain pine beetle outbreaks, and the forest should be managed to
maintain and improve viable mature habitat structure
to support big game and other wildlife.
The agency determined that treatments on unnaturally overgrown stands would promote resiliency
with a mosaic of species, reduce fire hazard and potential, and provide timber products to support Western Montana jobs. All of these proposed actions
were supported by science. Further the Stonewall
project included recommendations from the collabo-
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rative Lincoln Restoration Committee, consisting of
local government officials, conservationists and timber industry representatives. The collaborative
agreed to a combination of logging and prescribed
burning to accomplish the goals of the project.
Two environmental groups did not participate in
the collaboration. Instead, they sued the Forest Service claiming that the forest management activities
and road densities would endanger Canada lynx and
grizzly bears under the ESA, even though the proposed action had been found to comply with the ESA
by the Fish and Wildlife Service. As the Stonewall
Vegetation Project ground to halt, portions of the
project area would later burn in the Park Creek and
Arrasta Fires.

Congress Introduces Bipartisan 'Safe
Routes' Legislation for Log Trucks
H.R. 2453 allows log trucks to utilize federal interstates for short-haul trips.
May 2, 2019, Hemphill, TX—
The American Loggers Council
(ALC) today applauded the introduction of the bipartisan
Safe Routes Act of 2019 (H.R.
2453) allowing log trucks to utilize federal interstates for short-haul trips. The legislation was announced today by U.S. Representative Mike Gallagher (R-WI); other original sponsors include U.S.
Representatives Sanford Bishop (D-GA), Joe Courtney (D-CT), Jared Golden (D-ME) and Jim Sensebrenner (R-WI).
The ALC along with its partners have advocated
"Safe Routes" legislation to allow the industry’s
trucks to haul state legal weight tolerances on the
Federal Interstate Highway System, which often provide safer routes to mills. Due to inconsistent truck
weights in many regions throughout the country,
trucks hauling logs to mills are often forced to use
city, county and state roads, where more than 96
percent of log truck collisions occurred, according to
a study.
"Preventing fatal log truck collisions is a high priority in our industry and our communities," said ALC
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Over the years the U.S. Forest Service has spent
millions of dollars and countless hours of staff time
defending itself against litigation, and then spending
millions more when they lose in court. Meanwhile,
over half the agency’s budget is spent suppressing
wildfires on unnaturally-overgrown and fire-prone
forests. Over 80 million acres of National Forest System land is at immediate risk of catastrophic wildfire, yet due to agency analysis paralysis, the real
and perceived threat of litigation, and chronic budget and personnel shortfalls, the agency is only able
to treat a fraction of these acres every year. Something is very wrong here, and only the U.S. Congress
can fix this mess.

Executive Vice President Daniel Dructor. "One proven solution is to give log trucks the option of using
federal interstates on short hauls, where they can be
routed away from schools, crosswalks, city intersections, railroad tracks, and other challenges. A few
individual states have received exemptions that lifted federal truck weight limits on interstates, and in
each case it resulted in fewer collisions, reduced
driver fatigue and improved equipment safety."
Dructor says improving log truck safety will help
in the recruitment of new operators to replace an
aging workforce, and with few insurance carriers
willing to write policies for log trucks, the Safe
Routes Act may help reduce those costs as well. The
legislation only applies to short hauls typically within
a 150-mile radius, and does not apply to long hauls.
"The ALC would like to thank the Democratic and
Republican members who are supporting this bill as
original co-sponsors, including Congressman Mike
Gallagher for being its first champion in the 116th
Congress," Dructor said. "We also thank our partners, including the Forest Resources Association, and
our members for educating their federal representatives and staff on this important safety issue. We'll
continue to work across the aisle, in the both the
House and Senate, until this safety solution reaches
the president's desk."
CONTACT: Daniel Dructor, 409-625-0206, americanlogger@aol.com
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Meeting Growing Wood Demand
with Limited Trucking Capacity
By Dr. Shawn Baker, Forisk
Consulting
This post is the fourth in a
series related to the
Q2 2019 Forisk Research
Quarterly

Increasing Harvest 10% - Additional 30 million tons
Production Days
Required loads/day with no new drivers
Required drivers at current loads/day

250
2.4
21,400

(1) Average production of southern log truck driver
from Baker et al. 2016

Trucking cannot be viewed as a necessary evil, and
solutions are no longer simple. Asking drivers to add
orisk forecasts an additional 3 BBFT of sawmill hours to supplement lost trucking capacity is not a
capacity in the South over the next three years. solution. Hauling inefficiency (in woodyards and inIf trucking is strained, how do we move an addition- the-woods) remains common. Inefficiencies cost the
al 13 million tons per year? One load at a time, of entire supply chain. A logger or mill who takes 20
course. However, the idea of hiring 800 more truck minutes longer than average to turn trucks adds an
hour a day to every
drivers seems daunting in the current latruck. If drivers averbor market. So, can the industry better
In reality, the wood
age 2.2 loads and 11
utilize the drivers we currently have to
supply
chain
is
not
great
at
working hours per day,
meet the demand?
trucking.
that extra hour costs
Regionally, if each truck picks up two
0.2 loads per day or a
more loads per month, we’re there (See
Figure). Unfortunately, sawmill expansions are not load a week. The Figure above demonstrates that
evenly distributed across the South. They are tied to such an impact can amount to 30 million tons of
specific locations. If they locate in wood basins with additional wood if applied to every driver. That
trucking capacity constraints, incremental improve- would feed a lot of sawmills.
The wood supply chain must consider multiments in utilization will fail to solve the problem.
If we operated in a fixed world, where every faceted solutions to the problem. There is no silver
truck is either loaded or on its way to reload, then bullet.
the wood supply system is strung tight. In reality, 1. Take care of current drivers. By far, the first
the wood supply chain is not great at trucking. Prostep is to retain the capacity we have. Truck
duction swings wildly because of weather, breakdrivers currently have other options. Salaries,
downs, quotas, etc. At times, we could operate with
benefits and quality of life are all areas that
5,000 fewer drivers, at other times 5,000 more
affect decisions to leave a current job.
would be insufficient. Today, there is a logger somewhere sitting idle, unable to haul. Ideally, they 2. Ruthlessly evaluate your operations. Inefficiency
multiplies throughout our system. When truckwould make up lost production when conditions
ing is the bottleneck, any negative impacts to
improve. The challenge of constrained trucking catrucks affect cost and productivity of all links in
pacity is there is no ability to “surge” in production
the supply chain.
to make up for lost days.
Figure: Example Impact of Improved Efficiency 3. Hire whenever possible. In the current job environment, there are not a lot of qualified, quality
in Hauling
employees sitting at home. Always be open to
Current annual harvest ~ 300 million tons
opportunities, wherever you hear about them.
· Production days
250
· Average loads delivered per day (1)
2.2
· Drivers needed
19,500

F
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Rep. Gallagher Introduces
Safe Routes Act of 2019
Press Release: 5/2/2019
Contact: Jordan Dunn
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Congressman Mike Gallagher (WI-08) yesterday introduced H.R. 2453, the
Safe Routes Act of 2019, alongside Reps. Sanford
Bishop (GA-02), Joe Courtney (CT-02), Jared Golden (ME-02) and Jim Sensenbrenner (WI-05). The
Safe Routes Act would allow logging trucks that
meet state-determined legal requirements to travel up to 150 air miles on the Federal Interstate
Highway System, which a pilot program has shown to greatly reduce
both fatal accidents and fossil fuel
usage by trucks.
“By allowing logging trucks to
use federal highways, the Safe
Routes Act of 2019 would not only
reduce carbon emissions, but improve the safety of our roads,” said
Rep. Gallagher. “This bill is a win-win, and I look
forward to working with my colleagues to pass this
common-sense legislation.”
Statements of Support:
“The Safe Routes Act will allow log trucks to
access the safer Interstate Highway System for a
short distance at legal state vehicle weights and
configurations. Nearly 30 states with viable logging
sectors will realize the safety benefits of this legislation,” said Deb Hawkinson, President of the Forest Resources Association. “The Wisconsin logging
community and forest products industry across
the nation will realize the safety and environmental benefits from this legislation immediately when
passed and signed into law.”
"On behalf of the members of the American
Loggers Council, representing 36 states across the
US with commercial timber harvesting and hauling
activities, we would like to thank Congressman
Gallagher for championing this effort to allow us to
haul our already state legal weight limits for unrefined forest products along safer routes when access to the Federal Interstate Highway system is
available. This will not only save lives in rural communities where we have been forced to travel due
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to differences between state and federal regulations, but will help us to ensure the safety of our
drivers and log truckers as well. We applaud this
bipartisan effort to make our routes safer for all of
the motoring public,” said Chris Potts, President of
the American Loggers Council.
“The Safe Routes Act of 2019 is very simplistic
legislation which will have an enormous, positive
impact on safety for both pedestrians and truckers
nationwide,” stated Bruce Enstrom, President of
the Great Lakes Timber Professionals Association.
“The Safe Routes Act of 2019 is straight forward
legislation designed to give truckers a choice of
routes by allowing state legal, short haul, commodity specific log trucks, access to the interstate
highway system, avoiding populated areas where pedestrian activities are ongoing all hours of the
day. We’re very grateful Congressman Gallagher recognized these
safety concerns and took action by
introducing this legislation.”
According to a 2018 Virginia
Tech study, 96% of logging truck
collisions occurred on city, county, or state roads
where they encounter school zones, cross walks,
intersections, stop signs, oncoming traffic, and railroad crossings. A 2018 University of Georgia study
found that 41% of logging truck collisions occurred
within only 5 miles of the Interstate. The Safe
Routes Act of 2019 would allow logging trucks to
travel on the federal interstate for 150 air miles –
enough to get them from the harvest site to the
mill so that they stay off of backroads. The Safe
Routes Act mirrors findings from a pilot program in
2009 authorized by Congress in Maine. The results
of the pilot program showed that truck crashes
decreased by 25%, fatalities decreased by 37%,
and 10 fewer gallons of diesel fuel was used on
average by trucks. The Safe Routes Act would reduce trucking fatalities and reduce carbon emissions.
SCTPA Comments: You are urged to contact your
SC U.S. House of Representatives member and urge
their support of this much needed bill to improve
unmanufactured forest products trucking and improve and increase the safety of the motoring public and our industry’s drivers.
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Preventing
Backing Accidents

I

n recent years, we had
a fatality occur that
involved a vehicle that
backed up and ran over
an employee. We took
actions
to
increase
awareness of employees
working on the ground
due to the increased volume of vehicles at a work site. We have heard of
some recent injuries that other companies had so
we want to take time to remind everyone that employees must be kept aware of the hazards with
vehicles and equipment backing up at your
jobsites.
Can you think of a few backing incidents that have
happened on the job? Maybe a fender, headlight,
bumper, tailgate, etc. was damaged. Have you
heard the story of a parent or grandparent that
backed out of their driveway and backed over their
child riding a tricycle. No matter the location, improper backing is a problem! According to the National Safety Council, 1 out of 4 vehicle accident is
due to poor backing techniques. These accidents
account for 500 fatalities and 15,000 injuries per
year. However, it is believed that the actual numbers are likely 4 times higher due to those incidents that are never reported because they do not
involve an injury or fatality.

·

Always use a spotter when backing. A
spotter should always be in the view of
driver.

·

Blow Horn. Blow horn whenever you start
to back and continue to tap on the horn
every 10 feet of backing travel.

·

If installed, all back up alarms must be
operational.
A defective back alarm
should be called to attention for immediate repair.

·

Size up the situation before backing. Walk
around the vehicle to examine the area
and look for hazardous situations. When in
doubt, get out and look.

·

Check the surface. Note depressions,
bumps, obstacles and any persons who
might come into the line of travel.

·

Check top clearances. Note how wide the
vehicle is in relationship to the size of the
space being backed into.

·

Analyze the situation. After analyzing the
situation, begin the backing maneuver immediately before the situation has a
chance to change.

·

Do not gun it when you back out. Go slow
and constantly scan your mirrors and look
around das you back out.

What employees must know (General rules) and
follow:

·

·

Avoid backing if possible. If backing is necessary position the vehicle in the direction
you need to go when you leave the location – in other words - BACK FIRST.

USE good backing HABITS!

Adjust your mirrors. If another driver has
moved them, the worst time to discover it
is in the middle of backing a vehicle.

A reminder to BACK IN FIRST, USE A SPOTTER,
DO A WALK AROUND and SLOWLY BACK OUT.
These can help you prevent an injury or fatality at your job site. Be safe!
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Wood Energy

T

he American Loggers Council (ALC) is a nonprofit organization representing professional
timber harvesters in 32 states across the country.
Our members responsibly harvest forest products
from all of our nation’s forests, including both private and public lands. In 2002, the ALC also became the program administrator for the Master
Logger Certification program, the world’s first and
only third party certification program for loggers.
Wood derived energy is a critical source of renewable, baseload, dispatchable electricity and heat
across the country and an important component of
an affordable, diverse renewable energy portfolio
that serves as an end-market for low-grade forest
material and mill residue and supports thousands
of jobs in the most rural areas of the country.
The members of the ALC support the recognition
of wood from responsibly managed forests as a
carbon beneficial fuel for the following reasons:
1. Utilize the forests’ energy and climate benefits
to displace traditional fossil fuel.
· ALC views forests as a strategic renewable
natural resource and supports diverse and
robust markets for the full spectrum of
woody materials to allow landowners and
foresters to practice responsible forestry
while providing new economic opportunities
and rural jobs for professional timber harvesters utilizing previously unused, unmerchantable material.
· Intensive forest management can improve
growth rates and productivity of forest
stands resulting in increased forest regeneration and greater ability of forests to sequester carbon.
2. Promotes economic growth and acts as a stimulus to rural economics
· Wood derived energy creates local, rural
employment. As a rule of thumb, each megawatt of wood fueled electricity supports ap-
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proximately five full-time jobs: one direct job
in the power generation facility and four indirect jobs in surrounding forests and communities.
· Diversification of new markets for low value
wood provides new income sources for family owned forests and mills, providing a sustainable revenue source and incentive for
forest management.
· Creates new industry and an economic opportunity for rural communities to create
and maintain family wage jobs economic
diversification.
· Utilizes existing sustainable resources to create energy (heat and power) in a distributed
generation model, avoiding extensive capital
investments. growth and acts as a stimulus
to rural economies
3. Wood utilization reduces greenhouse gases
and improves forests
· Wood energy facilities make use of abundant, indigenous local fuel supply and provide a valuable outlet for waste wood
streams from forest products industries such
as sawmills and pulp mills. When low-grade
waste wood is removed from forests as part
of a responsible harvest plan, forest health is
enhanced. This low-value forest waste would
otherwise inhibit new growth in the forests,
decompose on the forest floor and release
methane, create forest fire risk, and obstruct
future harvesting practices.
· As organic waste decomposes it slowly emits
methane gas and carbon dioxide. The utilization of low value wood turns waste into fuel
that generates energy. During the generation process, the methane gas is eliminated,
and carbon dioxide emissions are greatly
reduced.
· Wood energy reduces greenhouse gases. In
fact, the use of wood for energy generation
removes over 30 million tons of carbon dioxide annually. It accomplishes this remarkable
feat both by replacing fossil fuels, eliminating the introduction of non- naturally occurring carbon and by preventing the release
of greenhouse gases from organic waste that
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Just a bit of our history …
LOGGING WHEELS
1915
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would otherwise decompose in the open.
· Burning fossil fuels only adds carbon dioxide
to the atmosphere that was already sequestered deep in the earth.
The ALC commends Congress on addressing the
immense challenge of reducing the nation’s dependence on fossil fuels. All renewable resources
will be needed to meet the country’s energy
needs. Forests have a key advantage given their
ability to produce energy independent of weather
conditions that other renewable sources are subject to.
We are committed to help craft a definition for
wood energy that addresses concerns related to
forests in a way that draws upon the existing forest harvesting practices – and making the changes
where needed - to meet local forest conditions.
Specifically, the ALC recommends Congress to
take the following actions:

more pervasive definition of wood that qualifies for the standard. Currently, sawmill residues that come from non-plantations do not
qualify for RFS treatment.
3. Existing tax law provides little benefit for the
utilization of wood for energy. Existing law
creates an unlevel playing field (wind and solar) that can only be corrected by repealing
existing tax credits (unlikely) or providing an
equal benefit (possible) For example, Congress should extend and make refundable the
tax benefits provided for other renewable
technologies, i.e. the BTU Act (S. 628 and
H.R.1479);
4. Create policy that treats wood equally for
wood energy purposes whether harvested
from Public or Private lands.
5. Fully fund the Community Wood Energy Program (that was authorized in the 2018 Farm
bill) in the FY20 Interior, Environment and
Related Agencies Appropriations bill.

1. The EPA should continue working with other
federal agencies to ensure that wood energy
is recognized as carbon beneficial on a consistent basis to ensure regulatory stability;
2. The EPA should amend the rules pertaining to
the Renewable Fuel Standard to allow for a
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SCTPA’s information folder cover letter presented to SC U.S. House and Senate Members at the Washington,
DC meetings. Letter was personalized for each member.
***********************************************************
April 4, 2019
The Honorable Tim Scott
U.S. Senate
104 Hart House Office Building
Washington, DC
Dear Senator Scott,
On behalf of the professionals harvesting, producing and transporting South Carolina’s sustainable and renewable
forest resources, we appreciate your service to the Palmetto State in Washington, DC.
South Carolina’s forest products industry ranks as the Number One manufacturing segment of our state’s economy
with an economic impact of $21 billion annually. Timber is our state’s Number One cash crop. Forest products exports
are exceeding $1 billion annually from the Charleston port.
Our overall forest industry ranks first in employment including our professional timber harvesting, supplying and
trucking businesses with an overall payroll over $2 billion and over 90,000 employed workers.
Our nation and state’s forest products industries compete in the global marketplace. Our economies of scale within
our own segment of professional timber harvesting, supplying and trucking have witnessed changes in our markets. The
economic upturn has been helpful to timber harvesting businesses and our rural communities supported by the forestry
industry.
Yet there are challenges threatening our timber harvesting segment such as the availability of auto liability insurance
for unmanufactured forest products trucks and the extremely high costs for this coverage even for good operators with
favorable accident histories and safe drivers. Coupled with the insurance crisis is the shortage of safe, qualified drivers
to operate timber hauling units.
As our pulp and paper and even solid wood products industries continue to improve, the forest products industry,
timber harvesters and timber suppliers face challenges to meet the demand for timber to manufacture products.
The challenges faced now not only impact the timber harvesting and wood supply segments, but also impact solid
wood products, pulp and paper products manufacturing and timberland owners.
Alternative markets for the utilization of wood and woody biomass for the production of renewable energy, wood
pellets and bio-fuels and other bio-related products has increased. These markets are needed and would improve availability of wood markets.
These alternative markets not only help the timber supply and timber harvesting segments, but also helps forest
landowners and rural communities for economic
enhancement via jobs, local boost to their economy and overall contributions to our state and nation’s economy.
As our nation attempts to reduce our dependence on foreign oil resources, we see an opportunity for our industry to
continue to have markets for harvested timber as well as
woody biomass from harvesting residuals and even non-merchantable roundwood. We have the available resources
from our sustainable and renewable forests. But additional support from Washington, DC is needed to help spur these
markets.
Technology is becoming available to utilize woody biomass for the processes to convert woody material to various
products. These processes are environmentally safe, efficient, “green in nature,” improve our air and climate, sequester
carbon, create jobs and are good for the utilization of our sustainable and renewable forest resources.
However, much is needed via support for increased funding from Washington to increase the incentives for current
and potential users of woody biomass to create these alternative markets in South Carolina.
Congressman, there are two main issues we are seeking your support for and need your assistance. These issues are
imperative to enhancing the timber harvesting and forest products industry in South Carolina as well as nationally. The
issues are:
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·

Support the Safe Routes Save Lives Initiative. This was introduced in the 113th Congress as the “Right to Haul Act
of 2014, H.R. 5201” to allow State Legal Gross Vehicle Weights for Agricultural Commodity Loads including Unmanufactured Forest Products to be trucked on the Interstate Systems WITHIN each state to improve highway safety,
transportation logistics, reduce costs, improve motorists and truckers safety and reduce truck loads on rural and
state highways by amending the United States Code, Title 23.
Senator Scott… we need your support on this matter. This is a simple solution to save lives of our log truck drivers as
well as the motoring public that does not understand how to share the road with commercial trucks, who are distracted while driving because of the use of hand held devices and also assisting to reduce the wear on our state and
rural roads. PLEASE… lend your support to this initiative.
American Loggers Council Position Paper Included.

·

Support the Future Careers in Logging Act, H.R 1785 & S 818. These bills have been introduced and are VERY important to the sustainability of the professional timber harvesting industry, both in South Carolina and nationwide.
For the most part, logging businesses are generational businesses much like farmers, ranchers and other rural resource providers. Our industry is “getting older” and our industry needs more youth to be able to learn the business
and its operations from the ground up. Youth exemptions currently exist for the agricultural segment. These bills
will greatly enhance the ability of professional logging businesses to teach and train their sons and daughters of
ages 16 and 17 to learn to carry on the family’s logging business.
Senator Scott… we need your support for the Senate bill as a sponsor or co-sponsor. We ask your support of the Senate bill and your vote to pass the Senate bill to further sustain the professional timber harvesting industry in South
Carolina and the nation.
American Loggers Council Position Paper Included.

·

Support increased funding for road and bridge improvements to better serve our wood supply chain and businesses nationwide. Our infrastructure is in dire need of improvements to allow for more efficiencies in transportation logistics.

·

Support legislation to reduce the tax and regulatory burdens placed on small businesses to help stimulate continued economic growth, help create jobs and enhance small businesses to contribute to local economies.

On behalf of South Carolina’s professional loggers, timber producers and unmanufactured forest products truckers,
please support legislation to sustain our healthy forests and businesses to continue to provide the benefits of our sustainable and renewal forests.
Our wood supply chain consisting of landowners, loggers, wood dealers and wood consumers need a viable industry
to sustain and create jobs, improve economies, create emerging industries, compete in the global marketplace and sustain our healthy, sustainable and renewable forest resources.
Again, thank you for your service and support of our state and nation’s professional timber harvesting and forest
products industries.
Sincerely,
Crad Jaynes
SCTPA President & CEO
Lexington, SC

Josh Key
Beech Island Timber & Construction, Inc.
Jackson, SC

Joseph “Bo Bo” Seckinger
Seckinger Forest Products, Inc.
Hampton, SC

John Key
Beech Island Timber & Construction, Inc.
Jackson, SC

Danny McKittrick
McKittrick Timber, LLC
Heath Springs, SC

Robert “Bob” Lussier
Great Woods Companies, LLC
Bennettsville, SC
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Safe Routes Save Lives
Unrefined forest products including logs pulpwood and wood chips are forest commodities that are
harvested in mostly rural areas of the United States. As such, the American Loggers Council is seeking
pro-active legislation whereby safety for rural and urban citizens is enhanced simply by rerouting state
legal trucks from rural roads to the interstate system. Saving lives and extending the longevity of rural
infrastructure are top priorities for the American Loggers Council and its 35 states membership.
Several safety exemptions diverting state legal trucks to the interstate have already been enacted with
great success. Examples include exemptions in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Maine and Texas, and
Louisiana. These congressional exemptions have been overwhelmingly supported by State DOT’s, local
counties and towns and short distance trucking companies utilizing state approved haul weights. The
primary benefit of this exemption would be to:
Greatly enhance public safety in urban and rural areas: Safer routes can save lives!
Based on safety considerations, the American Loggers Council (ALC) is proposing an additional
exemption for loads of unrefined forest products that meet state-legal weight tolerances. The exemption is
expected to result in a shift of a substantial amount of existing trip mileage from two-lane secondary
roads and highways to the Interstate System improving safety for the motoring public, including the
trucks themselves.
This proposal would also “fix” the issue with the addition of “newly” designated federal interstate
highways having to receive piecemeal exemptions based on existing State weight tolerances.
This action will not be in direct competition with freight moved by rail as it will only pertain to those
unrefined forest commodities moving from the forests on to the Federal Interstate Highway System
considered to be short haul (less than 150 air mile radius) to the point of processing to a finished product.
Language amending Title 23, United States Code, with respect to vehicle weight limitations for certain
logging vehicles by adding the following final paragraph:
“(v) Certain Logging Vehicles. –
“(1) IN GENERAL. – The Secretary shall waive, with respect to a covered logging vehicle, the
application of any vehicle weight limit established under this section.
(2) COVERED LOGGING VEHICLE DEFINED.In this subsection, the term ‘covered logging vehicle’ means a vehicle that(A) is transporting raw or unfinished forest products including logs, pulpwood, biomass,
or wood chips;
(B) is traveling a distance not greater than 150 miles on the Interstate from origin to final
product delivery destination; and
(C) meets State legal weight tolerances within the States boundaries in which the vehicle
is operating.
(3) APPLICATION OF WEIGHT TOLERANCES.The waiver in this subsection shall only apply with respect to a State legal weight tolerance in effect on
the date of enactment of this subsection.”
For assistance regarding this proposal, please contact Danny Dructor, American Loggers Council, (409)
625-0206.
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TEAM
SAFE TRUCKING

Team Safe
trucking
update

By Miranda Gowell
April 2019

WHAT’S NEW THIS MONTH - SECURING OUR FUTURE
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY
ADMINISTRATION ANNOUNCES
CLEARINGHOUSE
The Clearinghouse is a secure online
database that will give employers, FMCSA,
State Driver Licensing Agencies, and State
law enforcement personnel real-time access
to important information about CDL driver
drug and alcohol program violations, thereby
enhancing safety on our Nation’s roadways.
An act of Congress directed the Secretary of
Transportation to establish the Clearinghouse.
WHAT INFORMATION DOES THE
CLEARINGHOUSE CONTAIN?
The Clearinghouse contains information
about drivers with commercial driver’s
licenses (CDL drivers) who are covered by
FMCSA’s drug and alcohol program. This also
includes drivers with commercial learner’s
permits (CLPs).
WHEN MUST YOU USE THE
CLEARINGHOUSE?
JANUARY 6, 2020: Authorized users will be
required to complete the actions described
in the Clearinghouse final rule. At this time,
employers will be required to conduct both
electronic queries and traditional manual
inquiries with previous employers to meet the
three-year time-frame, required by FMCSA’s
drug and alcohol use testing program, for
checking CDL driver violation histories.
Drivers may also view their own records for
information recorded on or after January 6,
2020.
JANUARY 6, 2023: Once three years of

violation data are stored in the Clearinghouse,
employers are no longer required to also
request information from the driver’s
previous FMCSA-regulated employers under
391.23(e); an employer’s query of the
Clearinghouse will satisfy that requirement.

violations, and select a Substance Abuse
Professional, if needed.

HOW WILL THE CLEARINGHOUSE
IMPROVE HIGHWAY SAFETY?
Make it easier for employers to meet their
preemployment investigation and reporting
obligations. Make it more difficult for drivers
to conceal their drug and alcohol program
violations from current or prospective
employers. Provide roadside inspectors
and other enforcement personnel with the
means to ensure that drivers receive required
evaluation and treatment before performing
safety-sensitive functions, such as driving
a commercial motor vehicle (CMV). Make
it easier for FMCSA to determine employer
compliance with testing, investigation,
and reporting requirements.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONALS
Report RTD initial assessment and
eligibility status for RTD testing.

HOW WILL I USE THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
EMPLOYERS
Report drug and alcohol violations and check
that no current or prospective employee is
prohibited from performing safety-sensitive
functions, such as operating a CMV, due to a
drug and alcohol program violation for which
a driver has not successfully completed a
Return-To-Duty (RTD) process.
CDL DRIVERS
View own record, provide consent to
current or prospective employers to access
details about any drug and alcohol program
1

MEDICAL REVIEW OFFICERS
Report verified positive drug test
results and test refusals.

CONSORTIUM/THIRD-PARTY
ADMINISTRATORS
On behalf of an employer, report drug
and alcohol program violations and
perform driver queries as required.
STATE DRIVER LICENSING AGENCIES
Query the Clearinghouse prior to
completing licensing transactions.
WHAT TYPES OF DRIVERS AND
EMPLOYERS WILL THE CLEARINGHOUSE
AFFECT?
All CDL drivers who operate CMVs on public
roads, and their employers and service
agents. This includes, but is not limited to:
Interstate and intrastate motor carriers,
including passenger carriers School bus
drivers Construction equipment operators
Limousine drivers Municipal vehicle drivers
(e.g., waste management vehicles)
Federal and State agencies that employ
drivers subject to FMCSA drug and alcohol
use testing regulations (e.g., Department of
Defense, public transit)
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YOU CAN HELP!
TST EDUCATIONAL SPONSORS WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP IN 2019?

Weyerhaeuser,International Paper,
Louisiana Pacific, Forestry Industry
Safety & Training Alliance, American
Loggers Council, Norboard Jefferson
Mill and Nacogdoches Mill, Hancock
Forest Management, Rayonier,
Columbia Forest Products, Walsh
Timber Company, Ward Timber,
Alabama Loggers Council, Carolina
Loggers Association, Texas Forestry
Association, South Carolina Timber
Producers Association, Mississippi
Loggers Association, Louisiana
Logging Council, Forest Resources
Association, Specialty Market
Managers, BITCO, Everest
FMIC Insurance Agency, Forest
Insurance Center Agency, Guffin
and Eleam, Inc. Gaines & Critzer
Insurance Agency, Bates, Hewett
& Floyd Insurance, South Georgia
Tech (Provided by INTERFOR),
Coastal Pines (Provided by
INTERFOR), Beech Island Timber
and Construction, McGill Brothers,
Anderson Logging, Midstream Timber
Solutions and L.D. Long, INC.

TRAIN-THE -TRAINER

					
HAND OUT TEAM SAFE TRUCKING DRIVER DAY
FLYER’S
TEAM Safe Trucking has created a TEAM Safe
Trucking Driver Day hand out. You could help get
these out to members of the supply chain, drivers and
Forestry Transportation Business Owners.
INVITE MIRANDA GOWELL TO PRESENT TEAM
SAFE TRUCKING
Miranda Gowell, TEAM Safe Trucking’s Special
Project Manager is available to visit your state and
present all the benefits of becoming involved with
TEAM Safe Trucking. Her presentation usually
runs about 45 minutes and then there is typically a
question and answer session.

MODULE ONE & MODULE
TWO
EVERY WEDNESDAY
10-1045 AM
EASTERN TIME

ATTEND ONE OF TEAM SAFE TRUCKING’S SEMI
ANNUAL MEETINGS
TEAM Safe Trucking is holding a semi-annual
meeting will be held on September 24-25 at Perdido
Beach Resort in Orange Beach, Alabama. During
these meetings there are presentations from
various members of the supply chain on how they
are implementing TEAM Safe Trucking training
and working to improve safety in the Forestry
Transportation Industry. Participants are provided
a time to comment, add ideas and discuss safety
challenges for the Forestry Transportation Industry.
ENCOURAGE DRIVER SAFETY ON SOCIAL
MEDIA

JOIN THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OR BOARD
Currently TEAM Safe Trucking is looking for individuals
to step forward to create a Marketing Subcommittee.
Next year TEAM Safe Trucking will be looking for
someone interested in becoming the President. We are
always looking for additional members for the Board.
Both the Executive Committee and Board hold monthly
calls and are involved in their states promoting TEAM
Safe Trucking and guiding the direction of TEAM Safe
Trucking. If you have an interest in becoming actively
involved contact Miranda Gowell.

Share posts from the TEAM Safe Trucking Facebook
page. Share safety ideas on the TEAM Safe Trucking
BECOME A BUSINESS SPONSOR
Facebook page.
HOLD A TEAM SAFE TRUCKING TRAINING DAY
AND BECOME A TEAM SAFE TRUCKING TRAINTHE-TRAINER
TEAM Safe Trucking holds weekly webinars for
people who are interested in becoming a train-thetrainer. To register for the Wednesday 10AM-1045
eastern time webinar email Miranda Gowell and she
will send you a registration link. miranda.gowell@
teamsafetrucking.com

2

Recently TEAM Safe Trucking has created a Business
Sponsor package where businesses are provided
with many marketing opportunities through TEAM
Safe Trucking events, social media and promotional
products. If you are interested in learning more contact
Miranda Gowell, Special Projects Coordinator
p: 877-339-7757 m: 207-841-0250
w: teamsafetrucking.com
e:Miranda.gowell@teamsafetrucking.com

TEAM
SAFE TRUCKING
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ON-BOARD SCALES
IMPROVED SAFETY THROUGH

Trucks that are loaded properly
THE USE OF ON BOARD SCALES operate within vehicle specifications.
Owners have found that this has not
only reduced accidents but greatly
Increased enforcement by State
reduced maintenance costs and
and local agencies of weight
increased the life of the vehicle.
limit restrictions has led to the
widespread use of On board
New GPS software combined with
Scales and other weighing
Onboard Scales allows fleet owners
systems. Initially, this was largely in to monitor vehicle location, speed,
vocational industries where working driver’s hours and weight levels,
in remote locations made the use of dramatically increasing vehicle safety
weigh stations impractical.
while ensuring optimal performance.
Logging is a natural fit and the
payback can be less than one
year. Fleet owners and operators
have found that while reducing
fines may be the original reason
for adopting this technology,
consistently optimizing their
load had the highest return on
investment.

CALIBRATION OF ON-BOARD
TRUCK SCALES

On-Board Truck scales are relatively
well calibrated from the factory but
some fine tuning may be required.
Simple calibration is achieved by
picking up a load and driving to a
platform scale. The meter is adjusted
The adoption of this technology
to match the platform scale weight.
has had an un-foreseen side effect, This is how simple calibration can be.
increased safety!
How to Use On-Board Scales
The scales include a meter in the cab
of the truck and warning options to let
the loader know when the maximum
capacity is reached. Additional options include the Vulcan V700 remote
display and/or exterior mounted
scoreboards.

+

THE BENEFITS OF USING

require the vehicle to be
driven to the platform scale
then back to the site to make
load adjustments.

ON-BOARD SCALES
On-board scales allow you
to weigh your payload at
the pick up Point allowing
the driver to control loading
of the vehicle to get the
maximum payload with out
going overweight.

MAINTENANCE
On-Board truck scales
require minimal

maintenance. On-board
scales typically have no
moving parts so there is little
chance of wear or systemic
issues. Quarterly checks of
bolts and connectors should
be all that is needed to
ensure connection.

Managers can set
operational weight limits,
the driver can act on that
weight limit using continual,
real-time feedback from the
in-cab weight display. All
data is stored and can be
sent to external computing
devices.
Additional tracking data
can provide the number
of loads hauled per shift,
time between loading and
dumping, fatigue impact of
payload and road conditions
as it relates to a vehicles
chassis and other critical
components.
On-board scales provide real
time loading information.
Platform scales do not offer
these real time weighing
benefits. Platform scales

UPCOMING EVENTS

1

2

3

5-3-19 MID-ATLANTIC LOGGING
BIOMASS EXPO, Laurinburg,NC

6-26-19 Forest Products Machinery
& Equipment Expo, Georgia

8-20-19 Florida Forestry
Association Annual Meeting

5-17-19 Montana Logging
Association Annual Meeting

7-10-19 West Virginia Forestry
Association Annual Meeting

8-23-19 Virginia Loggers
Association Annual Conference

7-26-19 Georgia Forestry
Association Annual Meeting

8-23-19 SOUTHWEST FOREST
PRODUCTS EXPO, Hot Springs,
Arkansas

5-17-19 Bangor, Maine Logger
Expo
5-20-19 FRA Annual Meeting, Omni
Amelia Island Plantation Resort,
Amelia Island, FL

8-17-19 NYS WOODSMEN’S
FIELD DAYS Sat, 17 August 2019
- Mon, 19 August 2019Fairgrounds,
Booneville, New York, USA

8-27-19 Louisiana Forestry
Association Annual Meeting

3

4
9-5-19 GREAT LAKES LOGGING
& HEAVY EQUIPMENT EXPO
Thu, 05 September 2019 - Sat, 07
September 2019
9-8-19 Alabama Forestry
Association Annual Meeting
9/24/19 - TEAM Safe Trucking
Training Day Orange Beach,
Alabama
9/25-19 - TEAM Safe Trucking
Semi-Annual Meeting Orange
Beach AL

Team Safe Monthly
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ENTRY LEVEL DRIVER TRAINING
ENTRY LEVEL DRIVER
TRAINING & FMCSA

Search online: Federal Register/Vol 81,
No.236/Thursday, December 8, 2016
Rules and Regulations 88795.
As of February 7, 2020 there will
If you are interested in supporting the
be two required trainings to be
completed prior to sitting for a CDL development of this curriculum please
contact Team Safe Trucking’s Special
test or upgrading a license from
Project
Manager, Miranda Gowell at
a Class B to a Class A. The two
required training areas are Theory Miranda.gowell@teamsafetrucking.
com or by phone at 207-841-0250.
and Behind The Wheel.
TEAM SAFE TRUCKING AS
ENTRY LEVEL DRIVER TRAINING
THEORY PROVIDER
The FMCSA will be requiring Entry
Level Driver Training regulations
(ELDT). Team Safe Trucking is
applying to become an Entry
Level Driver Training Provider for
the theory portion of this Entry
Level Driver Training regulation. If
accepted, Team Safe Trucking will
be able to provide training to meet
the theory training requirement
for new Log and Chip Truck
drivers entering into the Forestry
Transportation Industry through
Educational Sponsors. Team Safe
Trucking is working with colleges,
technical schools and businesses
to become Behind The Wheel
Training Providers to assist the
industry with meeting this new
FMCSA Entry Level Driver Training
Requirement.

+

FOR MORE INFORMATION
REGARDING THIS
REQUIREMENT:

THATS FOUNDATION TO SUPPORT
DEVELOPMENT OF 18 ADDITIONAL
ONLINE COURSES FOR ELDT
TEAM Safe Trucking will be submitting
a Grant Application to the THATS
FOUNDATION to develop 18
courses to meet the requirements
detailed in the ELDT regulation.
The Team Safe Trucking Theory
courses will provide content in the
following areas: Basic Operation,
Orientation, Control Systems/
Dashboards, Pre-and Post-Trip
Inspections, Basic Control, Shifting/
Operating Transmissions, Backing and
Docking, Coupling and Uncoupling,
Safe Operating Procedures, Visual
Search, Communication, Distracted
Driving, Speed Management, Space
Management, Night Operation,
Extreme Driving Conditions, Advanced
Operating Practices, Hazard
Perception, Skid Control/Recovery,
Jackknifing, and other Emergencies,
Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings,
Vehicle Systems and Reporting
Malfunctions, Roadside Inspections,

Maintenance, Non-Driving
Activities, Handling and
Documenting Cargo,
Environmental Compliance
Issues, Hours of Service
Requirements, Fatigue
and Wellness Awareness,
Post-Crash Procedures,
External Communications,
Whistleblower/Coercion,
Trip Planning, Drugs/Alcohol
and Medical Requirements.
TEAM Safe Trucking has
developed thirteen courses
that will meet the curriculum
requirements however
approximately 18 additional
courses will need to be
developed. The Executive
Committee and Board will
be working on sharing best
practices to develop trainings
that will meet the FMCSA
regulations and make them
Forestry Transportation
specific.

PARTNERSHIPS ARE
NEEDED TO MEET
THE BEHIND THE
WHEEL PROVIDERS
REQUIREMENT FOR
THE FORESTRY
TRANSPORTATION
INDUSTRY

TEAM Safe Trucking
Executive Committee
Members and Board
Members, as well as,
others will be working
with Colleges, Technical
Schools and CMV trainers,
as well as businesses who
may be able to provide
the behind the wheel
training requirements.
If you are interested in
being a behind the wheel
training provider you
can apply online on the
Federal Motor Carrier
Entry Level Driver Training
portion of the website in
approximately two-weeks.
https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/
registration/commercialdrivers-license/eldt
FMCA Contact
Information:

Rich Clemente
Driver and Carrier Operations
Division
Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration
Washington, DC

MCPSD@fmcsa.dot.gov

UPCOMING EVENTS
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5-3-19 MID-ATLANTIC LOGGING
BIOMASS EXPO, Laurinburg,NC
5-17-19 Montana Logging
Association Annual Meeting
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& Equipment Expo, Georgia

8-20-19Florida Forestry Association
Annual Meeting

7-10-19 West Virginia Forestry
Association Annual Meeting

5-17-19 Bangor, Maine Logger
Expo

7-26-19 Georgia Forestry
Association Annual Meeting

5-20-19 FRA Annual Meeting, Omni
Amelia Island Plantation Resort,
Amelia Island, FL

8-17-19 NYS WOODSMEN’S
FIELD DAYS Sat, 17 August 2019
- Mon, 19 August 2019Fairgrounds,
Booneville, New York, USA

6-26-19 Forest Products Machinery

3
8-23-19 Virginia Loggers
Association Annual Conference
8-23-19 SOUTHWEST FOREST
PRODUCTS EXPO, Hot Springs,
Arkansas
8-27-19 Louisiana Forestry
Association Annual Meeting

4

4
9-5-19 GREAT LAKES LOGGING
& HEAVY EQUIPMENT EXPO
Thu, 05 September 2019 - Sat, 07
September 2019
9/8/19 Alabama Forestry
Association Annual Meeting
9-24-19 Team Safe Trucking
Training Day Orange Beach,
Alabama
9/25/19 Team Safe Trucking SemiAnnual Meeting Orange Beach, AL

SOUTH CAROLINA TRUCKING ASSOCIATION ACTION ALERT
Date:

April 15, 2019

To:

CMV Fleet Owners

From:

Rick Todd, P&CEO, SCTA
ricktodd@sctrucking.org – (803) 799-4306

Re:

H. 4336 & H. 4381 (See Explanations Attached)
Call & Write your House Members: “Need Support Now”
Bills Pending before the House Education & Public Works Committee

Personal injury lawyers are hard at work to protect their fees and exploit
your liability/insurance. Your action is required.
H. 4336 and H. 4381 are in response to out-of-control “negligence”/punitive
damages claims against businesses who operate commercial motor vehicles.
H. 4336 provides as follows: SECTION 56-1-2150 - A person is to be presumed to
possess the qualifications necessary to be hired and entrusted to drive a
commercial motor vehicle if the person has a commercial driver license issued by
a state in accordance with the minimum federal standards for the issuance of
commercial motor vehicle driver licenses, if the person's license is not suspended,
revoked, or cancelled and if the person is not disqualified from driving a
commercial motor vehicle.
This bill intends to provide a simple “presumption” of qualification if a person
holds a valid CDL. It would add a layer of insulation from abusive and
unwarranted punitive damages claims made by plaintiffs’ lawyers seeking to
inflame juries and inflate settlements/awards.
H. 4381 attempts to reign-in abuses of “evidence,” “negligence” claims, and court
procedures used against employers. This would apply to driver and vehicle
“negligence” claims.
SCTA and its allies are compelled to codify these simple fixes to the legal traps
CMV operators face. The effect will be to clarify that the plaintiff has the burden

of proof to produce evidence of true “negligence” – but only in the proper phase of
a trial – in South Carolina’s courts.
These bills do not in any way limit any liability or damages.
But they do protect YOU and your DRIVERS and restore YOUR right to a fair
trial.
It is critically important that YOU contact your House Member below. Read the
attached information and contact them urging their SUPPORT of these two bills.
Spread the word, too.
Get their commitment; then thank them for their efforts on behalf of better
government:
Representative Lin Bennett
Home Address
231 N. Ainsdale Dr.
Charleston, SC 29414
(843) 571-6330

State House Address
414D Blatt Bldg.
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 212-6948

Representative Bobby Cox
Home Address
419 The Parkway PMB #128
Greer, SC 29650
(864) 631-5840

State House Address
312A Blatt Bldg.
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 212-6883

Representative Ivory Thigpen
Home Address
P.O. Box 291416
Columbia, SC 29229
(803) 865-8738

State House Address
333A Blatt Bldg.
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 212-6794

Representative Ronnie Young
Home Address
220 Deerwood Dr.
North Augusta, SC 29841
(803) 593-4745

State House Address
418A Blatt Bldg.
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 212-6917

Representative Richie Yow
Home Address
178 Mill St.
Chesterfield, SC 29709
(843) 623-5001

State House Address
327C Blatt Bldg.
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 212-6949
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SCTPA Board of Directors

Mark Your Calendar
SC Timber Producers Association Board of Directors Meeting, 10 a.m., SC
Forestry Commission Headquarters, Columbia
Newberry District Meeting, 7 p.m., SC Farm Bureau Office, Wilson Blvd,
Newberry
Easley District Meeting, 7 p.m., Fatz Café, John C. Calhoun Drive, Easley

28
30

17 – 21

Cell 803-507-8995

Secretary-Treasurer: Robby Crowder
Land & Timber, LLC
Greenwood
Cell 864-941-6052

June 2019
11

Cell 803-571-0019

Vice Chairman: Josh Key
Beech Island Timber & Construction, Inc.
Jackson

May 2019
23

Chairman: Joseph “BoBo” Seckinger
Seckinger Forest Products, Inc.
Hampton

SC SFI State Implementation Committee Meeting, 10:00 a.m., Harbison
State Forest Environmental Education Center, Columbia
SC Sustainable Forestry Teachers Tour, Based In Hartsville

Danny McKittrick
McKittrick Timber, LLC
Heath Springs
Cell 803-320-1739

**************************************
District meeting dates may be changed. Meeting notices will be mailed prior
to scheduled meeting. Meeting dates will be posted on SCTPA website …
www.scloggers.com.
Members & Non-Members are encouraged to attend our district meetings to
know what the issues are affecting the industry.

Rickey Chapman
Chapman Timber Inc.
Newberry
Cell 803-924-0082

Billy Walker
Walker & Walker Logging, LLC.
Laurens
Cell 864-923-0385

Donnie Lambert
Leo Lambert Logging, Inc.
Georgetown
Cell 843-340-8408

Tommy Barnes
Ideal Logging, Inc.
Edgemoor
Cell 803-385-7994

Need SFI Trained DVD Class or other training?
SCTPA can provide the New DVD Training Module for SFI Trained
status. SCTPA is an approved DVD training class facilitator and will
be scheduling classes during the year. Other training programs are
available for safety, driver training, equipment lockout & tagout, hazardous materials spill control on logging sites and forestry aesthetics.
Truck Driver Training Workshops will be scheduled. Watch the
Mark Your Calendar section of this newsletter for dates.
Notices for
SCTPA workshops & events will be forwarded.

Carey "Buster" Harrison
Low Country Forest Products, Inc.
Round O
Cell 843-908-0085

Bob Lussier
Great Woods Companies, LLC
Bennettsville
Cell 860-377-5318

John Rice
Rice Land & Timber, LLC
Allendale
Cell 803-259-6202

******
Crad Jaynes
President & CEO
SCTPA
PO Box 811, Lexington, SC 29071
800-371-2240 Fax: 803-957-8990
bcjpaw@windstream.net
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Our Mission
The Mission of the South Carolina Timber Producers Association is to serve as the voice for timber harvesting and allied timber businesses to advance the ability of its members to professionally, ethically, efficiently, safely, environmentally and profitably harvest, produce and transport timber to meet the timber supply demands of our state by providing continuing educational and training opportunities, distributing timber harvesting, hauling, manufacturing and selling information, representing our members in national and statewide
legislative activities, and aggressively promoting, supporting and conducting programs of state, regional and national advocacy.

